PASH & BENSON INTERNATIONAL
Spring Shaved Asparagus
Salad

Planning Your Financial Future

Serves 4
To make this a light main dish, add shredded chicken, sliced steak, or marinated tofu.
1 tablespoon honey
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 tablespoon sherry vinegar
2 teaspoons Dijon mustard
1 tablespoon water
1 small shallot, finely minced
1 pound asparagus, woody ends snapped off
3 medium radishes
⅓ cup toasted, chopped pecans
¼ cup crumbled Gorgonzola cheese
Directions
Whisk together the honey, olive oil, vinegar, mustard, water, and shallots in a medium bowl and season with salt and pepper. Set aside.
Once asparagus is trimmed and cleaned, use a vegetable peeler to shave off slices of the asparagus,
working from the tip to the end of the stalk. Place in
a serving bowl. Cut radishes in half then slice into
half-moons and add to the bowl with asparagus.
Toss with dressing and pecans and top with the
cheese to serve.
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The headlines aren’t very comforting: A collapse in
Chinese stocks has pushed the Dow Jones Industrial
Average down by triple digits several times recently, even forcing Chinese regulators to halt trading.
And, also recently, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) cut its 2016 global growth forecast from 3.6
percent to 3.4 percent, citing challenges such as
falling commodity prices and rising interest rates in
the U.S. as well as slower growth in emerging markets. China, for example, grew by only 6.9 percent
in 2015, its slowest pace of economic expansion
since 1990.
One might conclude that there are a host of unforeseen instabilities that will play havoc with our investments in the future. But we may be drawing the
wrong conclusions. True, we can’t predict the future, but it’s important not to assume the worst
when events like these occur.
First, we’ve seen similar events before. For example, last summer, in July and August, the Shanghai
Composite Index fell 30 percent, sending the Dow
down 11 percent. But Chinese and U.S. stocks rebounded.
And while the stock market – one of 10 components
of the Conference Board Leading Economic Index –
is definitely a leading indicator, not all corrections
signal a looming recession.

Why Not Pass Me
to a Friend?
If you’ve enjoyed this newsletter and found
its information useful, please pass it to a
neighbor, friend or co-worker.
And if you have any comments about it, don’t
forget to give us a call or send us an email!

Still, investors are prone to panic when corrections
arise. It’s like the first big snowstorm of the year,
one analyst suggests: people forget how to drive in
the snow.

Part of the secret of a success in life is to eat what you like and let the food
fight it out inside. ~ Mark Twain
Food is our common ground, a universal experience.. ~ James Beard
Food should be fun.. ~ Thomas Keller
When you invite someone to sit at your table and you want to cook for
them, you’re inviting a person into your life.. ~ Maya Angelou
Eating is not merely a material pleasure. Eating well gives a spectacular joy
to life and contributes immensely to goodwill and happy companionship. It
is of great importance to the morale.. ~ Elsa Schiaparelli
One cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well.
. ~ Virginia Woolf
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So how should you drive in these snowstorms?
Simple: don’t panic. Speak to your advisor, ensure
you have a solid plan in place, and decide to stay
the course.

Remember to
call our office to
schedule an
appointment
after your taxes
have been
completed for
your 2016 annual review!

2016 Standard Mileage Rates
for Business, Medical and
Moving Announced
The Internal Revenue Service issued the 2016
optional standard mileage rates used to calculate
the deductible costs of operating an automobile
for business, charitable, medical or moving purposes.
Beginning on Jan. 1, 2016, the standard mileage
rates for the use of a car (also vans, pickups or
panel trucks) will be:
 54 cents per mile for business miles driven,
down from 57.5 cents for 2015
 19 cents per mile driven for medical or
moving purposes, down from 23 cents for 2015
 14 cents per mile driven in service of
charitable organizations
The business mileage rate decreased 3.5 cents per
mile and the medical, and moving expense rates
decrease 4 cents per mile from the 2015 rates. The
charitable rate is based on statute.
The standard mileage rate for business is based on
an annual study of the fixed and variable costs of
operating an automobile. The rate for medical and
moving purposes is based on the variable costs.
Taxpayers always have the option of calculating
the actual costs of using their vehicle rather than
using the standard mileage rates.
A taxpayer may not use the business standard
mileage rate for a vehicle after using any depreciation method under the Modified Accelerated
Cost Recovery System (MACRS) or after claiming a Section 179 deduction for that vehicle. In
addition, the business standard mileage rate cannot be used for more than four vehicles used simultaneously.
These and other requirements for a taxpayer to
use a standard mileage rate to calculate the
amount of a deductible business, moving, medical
or charitable expense are in Rev. Proc. 201051. Notice 2016-01 contains the standard mileage
rates, the amount a taxpayer must use in calculating reductions to basis for depreciation taken under the business standard mileage rate, and the
maximum standard automobile cost that a taxpayer may use in computing the allowance under a
fixed and variable rate plan. Source: IRS.gov

Worth Reading

Half As Much—The average nationwide price of gasoline was $1.728 a gallon on Friday, 2/26/16. Two years ago (2/26/14)
the average nationwide price of gasoline was $3.432 a gallon Thus, the price of gasoline has dropped 50% in the last 2
years. Source: AAA

How to Cultivate the Art of Serendipity
By Pagan Kennedy
The New York Times
Serendipitous events aren’t always a matter of dumb luck. As
Pagan Kennedy, author of a forthcoming book about how inventions happen, argues in this article, there’s always been an element of skill in making meaningful discoveries: mainly, willingness to look for information in seemingly uninteresting places.
Still, as Kennedy admits, efforts to organize serendipity will
“always be a whimsical undertaking, given that the phenomenon
is difficult to define, amazingly variable and hard to capture in
data.” More: http://tinyurl.com/April-reads-1

Everyday—An estimated 9,300 Americans will turn 65 years old each day during 2016. This group represents the 6th year
of 19 years of “Baby Boomers” turning 65. An estimated 11,400 Americans will turn 65 years old each day in the year 2029.
Source: Government Accountability Office.
Can’t Borrow Forever—The last official recession in the USA started on 12/31/07 and ran 18 months through 6/30/09. In
the 5 years leading up to the 12/31/07 start date for the recession, total household debt increased by +10.4% per year, rising from $8.37 trillion to $13.75 trillion. Source: Federal Reserve
Great For First Time Buyers—Home buyers that borrow money from FHA insured lenders may be eligible for a minimum
down payment of just 3.5% and most of the home buyer’s closing costs and fees may be included in the loan. Borrowers
are required to purchase mortgage insurance which protects the lender in the event the borrower defaults. Source: Federal
Housing Administration
Tight Credit—If the same credit standards used by lenders in 2001 were used during the 6 years of 2009-20014 (i.e., following the 2008 global financial crisis), an additional 5.2 million mortgage loans would have been made, including 1.2 million
mortgage loans in 2014 alone. Source: Housing Finance Policy Center at the Urban Institute
Too Many Promises—For every 100 American workers, there are 24 retired Americans at least age 65. For every 100 European workers, there are 42 retired Europeans at least age 65. Source: European Commission
Only A Few Receive A Pension—Only 29% of American seniors (defined as people at least age 65) are receiving a
monthly pension benefit as a result of their working career in either the public or private sector prior to retirement. The pension benefits counted in this survey are separate from Social Security retirement benefits .
Source: Economic Policy Institute

How Do North Americans Like Their Coffee? Not Crisp
With apologies to the iconic Coffee Crisp ad, we North Americans like our coffee in a cup. And we like it a lot.
It’s estimated that last year we drank more than two servings of the (usually) caffeinated beverage a day. And while the health impact of coffee is subject to debate, current dietary guidelines support our coffee habit: we’re allowed three to five cups a day. Providing it’s without
cream, milk, and/or sugar.

As noted in a Huffington Post article, one research study suggests that most actually do prefer to drink their coffee black. The study by ratings organization Zagat suggests that nearly half of males (42 percent) prefer black coffee. Women are less likely to drink it black – perhaps
because they tend to opt for creamy coffee beverages. But those of both genders who haven’t moved to the dark side prefer half-and-half to
skim milk.
The health impact remains controversial, but the business aspect is undisputable. The Zagat study says people pay an average of $3.28 for a
coffee, and are willing to pay even more if a barista prepares it. Given a two-cup-a-workday habit that works out to at least $6.56 a day;
meaning we spend more than $130 a month, weekends not included.
Interestingly, different countries have different brewing preferences. More than a third of Americans participating in a Houzz.com coffee
consumption survey say they prefer drip coffee. Ironically, Germans don’t, even though it was a German who invented the paper drip coffee
filter; 26 percent of Germans love their espresso makers.

5 Ways Women Can Raise Their
Financial Confidence
When it comes to earning and investing, studies have shown that
women tend to lag behind men – often because of family responsibilities that take them fully or partially out of the workforce
during key earning years. But according to a 2015 study
by Fidelity Investments, they may also lack confidence; many
women simply haven’t the time or inclination to build up their
financial confidence (FC) levels.
The Fidelity study found that most women want to learn more
about financial planning (92 percent) and be more involved in
their finances (83 percent), but are uncomfortable discussing
money, whether it’s with spouses or investment professionals.
That’s problematic, because at some point in their lives, most
women will be the sole financial decision makers in their families. And women thrust into this role experience significant stress.
According to a 2014 American Psychological Association study,
about half of women surveyed were so stressed about money they
couldn’t sleep (compared to 32 percent of men).
Fortunately, there are ways to boost women’s financial confidence that are readily available and often free or inexpensive.
Here are five:
1. Employer-sponsored programs. Many employers have workplace programs that offer financial guidance, yet 65 percent of
women don’t take advantage of them, according to Fidelity.
2. Books. There are many books designed to help women gain
FC.

Reduce Your Stress by Making “Good Enough” Decisions
By Eric Ravenscraft
Lifehacker.com
Got a decision to make? As Eric Ravenscraft recommends:
“Make a ‘good enough’ decision. Don’t sweat making the absolute 100% best decision.” We perfectionists may squirm uncomfortably, but sort-of-good decisions can make our lives easier.
The stress of making the perfect decision plays havoc with our
emotions, and no one deserves that.
More: http://tinyur l.com/Apr il-reads-2
8 Ways to Zero In on Your Decorating Style
By Laura Gaskill
Houzz.com
Gaskill approaches the issue of identifying your decorating style
without those formal names and complicated terms. It’s simple,
she suggests: just spend some time thinking about what you love.
Then look at your findings and put a creative name to your style.
Her eight steps bring a breath of fresh air to the issue.
More: http://tinyur l.com/Apr il-reads-3

Do not throw out your year end NPB/
Pershing statement. This document will
have cost basis information for your
2015 taxes.

Please review and put aside for your
tax preparer.

Funny Food Faux Pas

3. Seminars. Many financial institutions offer workshops for
women. While the emphasis may be on investing, many also offer
a chance to share experiences, which can be inspiring to everyone.

Have you ever worried about using the wrong fork? Relax.

4. Networking. Four in five women avoid talking about finances
with someone they’re close to because the topic feels uncomfortable, according to Fidelity. But while it may feel awkward at first,
discussing money issues with trusted friends can be empowering.

In Russia on business, an associate was taken out for an elegant
dinner. Offered a selection of meats, but not knowing any Russian, he simply pointed toward the lamb and cried, “Baaah!”

5. Advisors. Working with a financial professional offers women
a chance to develop confidence with the guidance of a pro. Select
your advisor carefully and feel comfortable asking questions.

According to SeriousEats.com and CalorieCount.com, that pales
compared to these examples:

A newlywed hoped to impress her groom with Italian cooking.
Unfortunately, in preparing her first lasagna, she didn’t realize
she should boil the noodles before baking.
A nine-year-old was proud of herself for making her own toast
with fancy blueberry bread, until her mom told her they didn’t
have blueberry bread; those dark “blueberry” spots were mold.

